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Abstract

An educated and informed consumption of
media content has become a challenge in mod-
ern times. With the shift from traditional news
outlets to social media and similar venues, a
major concern is that readers are becoming en-
capsulated in ”echo chambers” and may fall
prey to fake news and disinformation, lacking
easy access to dissenting views. We suggest
a novel task aiming to alleviate some of these
concerns – that of detecting articles that most
effectively counter the arguments – and not
just the stance – made in a given text. We study
this problem in the context of debate speeches.
Given such a speech, we aim to identify, from
among a set of speeches on the same topic
and with an opposing stance, the ones that di-
rectly counter it. We provide a large dataset of
3685 such speeches (in English), annotated for
this relation, which hopefully would be of gen-
eral interest to the NLP community. We ex-
plore several algorithms addressing this task,
and while some are successful, all fall short of
expert human performance, suggesting room
for further research. All data collected during
this work is freely available for research1.

1 Introduction

Recently, a publication on Quantum Computing
described a quantum computer swiftly performing
a task that arguably would require 10,000 years
to be solved by a classical computer (Arute et al.,
2019). A non-expert reader is likely to consider
this claim as a hard-proven fact, especially due
to the credibility of the venue in which this pub-
lication appeared. Shortly afterwards, a contest-
ing blog written by other experts in that field2

1https://www.research.ibm.com/
haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#
DebateSpeechAnalysis

2https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/
2019/10/on-quantum-supremacy/

argued, among other things, that the aforemen-
tioned problem can be simulated on a classical
computer, using proper optimizations, in 2.5 days.
Clearly, out of potentially many texts questioning
the promise of Quantum Computers (e.g. Kalai
(2019)), making readers of the former publication
aware of that specific blog post, which directly
contests the claims argued in that publication, will
provide them with a more informed view on the
issue.

Broadly, argumentative texts, such as articles
that support a certain viewpoint, often lack argu-
ments contesting that viewpoint. This may be be-
cause those contesting arguments are not known
to the author of the text, as they might not even
have been raised at the time of writing. Alterna-
tively, authors may also deliberately ignore certain
known arguments, which might undermine their
argumentative goal. Regardless of the reason, this
issue places readers at a disadvantage. Lacking
familiarity with opposing views that specifically
challenge a given perspective, may lead to unin-
formed decisions or establishing opinions based
on partial or biased information. Therefore, there
is merit to developing a system that can automati-
cally detect such opposing views.

Motivated by this scenario, we propose a novel
natural language understanding task: Given an in-
put text and a corpus, retrieve from that corpus a
counter text which includes arguments contesting
the arguments raised in the input text. While con-
temporary systems allow fetching texts on a given
topic, and can employ existing tools to discern its
stance – and so identify texts with an opposing
view – they lack the nuance to identify the counter
text which directly contests the arguments raised
in the input text.

The potential use-cases of the proposed sys-
tem exist in several domains. In politics, it can
present counters to partisan texts, thus promot-

https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/10/on-quantum-supremacy/
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/research/2019/10/on-quantum-supremacy/
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ing more informed and balanced views on existing
controversies. In social media, it can alleviate the
bias caused by the ”echo chamber” phenomenon
(Garimella et al., 2018), by introducing opposing
views. And in the financial domain, it can po-
tentially help analysts find relevant counter-texts
to predictions and claims made in earning calls.
It may also help authors to better present their
stance, by challenging them with counter texts
during their writing process. Lastly, it may aid
researches to examine relevant citations by anno-
tating which papers, out of potentially many, hold
opposing views. Note, however, that this paper fo-
cuses on counter text detection - a useful tool for
these worthy goals, but not a complete solution.

To pursue the aforementioned task, one needs a
corresponding benchmark data, that would serve
for training and evaluating the performance of
an automatic system. For example, one may
start with an opinion article, find a set of opin-
ion articles on the same topic with an opposing
stance, and aim to detect those that most effec-
tively counter the arguments raised in the opin-
ion article we started with. This path represents a
formidable challenge; for example, reliable anno-
tation of long texts is notoriously difficult to obtain
(Lavee et al., 2019a), to name just one reason out
of many.

To overcome this issue, here we focus on a
unique debate setup, in which the goal of one ex-
pert debater is to generate a coherent speech that
counters the arguments raised in another speech
by a fellow debater. Specifically, as part of Project
Debater3, we collected more than 3,600 debate
speeches, each around four minutes long, recorded
by professional debaters, on a wide variety of con-
troversial topics, posed as debate motions (e.g. we
should ban gambling). With this paper, we make
this data available to the community at large. Each
motion has a set of supporting speeches, and an-
other set of opposing speeches, typically recorded
in response to one – and only one – of the sup-
porting speeches. Correspondingly, our task is de-
fined as follows. Given a motion, a supporting
speech, and a set of candidate opposing speeches
discussing the same motion, identify the oppos-
ing speeches recorded in response to the support-
ing speech.

We analyze human performance on this chal-

3https://www.research.ibm.com/
artificial-intelligence/project-debater/

lenging task, over a sample of speeches, and fur-
ther report systematic results of a wide range of
contemporary NLP models. Our analysis suggests
that expert humans clearly outperform the exam-
ined automatic methods, by employing a poten-
tially non-trivial mix of heuristics.

In summary, our main contributions are as fol-
lows: (1) Introducing a novel NLU task, of identi-
fying the long argumentative text that best refutes
a long argumentative text given as input. (2) Sug-
gesting to simulate the proposed general task in
a well-framed debate setup, in which one should
identify the response speech(es) that rebuts a given
supporting speech. (3) Sharing a large collection
of more than 3,600 recorded debate speeches, that
allow to train and evaluate automatic methods in
our debate-setup task. (4) Providing empirical re-
sults for a variety of contemporary NLP models in
this task. (5) Establishing the performance of hu-
mans in this task, conveying that expert humans
currently outperform automatic methods.

2 Related Work

Most similar to our work is the task of retrieving
the best counter argument to a single given argu-
ment (Wachsmuth et al., 2018), also within the de-
bate domain. However, in that setting counterar-
guments may discuss different motions, or have
the same stance towards one motion. In our set-
ting, identifying speeches discussing the same mo-
tion can be done using existing NLP methods, and
being of opposing stances may be explored with
various sentiment analysis techniques. Our fo-
cus is on identifying the response to a supporting
speech within a set of opposing speeches, all dis-
cussing the same motion. Other than the differ-
ent setup, our task also handles a more complex
premise – speeches which are substantially longer
than any single argumentative unit, and include
multiple such units.

An alternative to our approach is breaking
the problem into three stages: (1) identifying
specific arguments made in each debate speech;
(2) establishing counterargument relations be-
tween such arguments found in different speeches;
(3) choosing the best response speech based on
these argument-level relations. The first sub-
problem has been recently explored in Mirkin
et al. (2018b); Lavee et al. (2019b); Orbach et al.
(2019). The second is related to a major re-
search area within computational argumentation

https://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-intelligence/project-debater/
https://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-intelligence/project-debater/
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(see recent surveys by Cabrio and Villata (2018);
Lawrence and Reed (2019)). Such research in-
cludes detecting attack relations between argu-
ments (Cabrio and Villata, 2012; Rosenthal and
McKeown, 2015; Peldszus and Stede, 2015b; Co-
carascu and Toni, 2017; Wachsmuth et al., 2018),
modeling them (Sridhar et al., 2015), depict-
ing these relations (Walker et al., 2012; Peldszus
and Stede, 2015a; Musi et al., 2017), generat-
ing counter-arguments (Hua and Wang, 2018; Hua
et al., 2019), and establishing a theoretical frame-
work for engagement (Toulmin, 2003; Govier,
1991; Dung, 1995; Damer, 2009; Walton, 2009).

A major drawback of the above approach is that
it requires a considerable labeling effort – the an-
notation of arguments mentioned within speeches
– which has been shown to be a challenge (Lavee
et al., 2019a). Another is that the methods in the
above studies which focus on establishing rela-
tions at the individual argument level may be lim-
ited when aiming to evaluate the perspective of
long texts. Specifically, a response speech may
contain multiple arguments that relate to the sup-
porting speech in different ways. For instance, the
speaker in such a speech may choose to concede
an argument, while still maintaining an opposite
view. Therefore simply mapping argument level
relations may fall short when trying to general-
ize and assess full speeches. Our task comple-
ments the above endeavors by facilitating a frame-
work that would allow extending their granularity
from the argument level to a full-text level. Also,
our main motivation is different – detecting whole
long counter speeches, and not the exact counter
arguments within the counter speech. The latter,
perhaps more challenging goal, is out of scope for
this work.

New neural models have recently driven per-
formance improvements across many NLP tasks
(Devlin et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018), sur-
passing the level of non-expert humans in a di-
verse set of benchmark tasks (Wang et al., 2018;
McCann et al., 2018). To facilitate the progress
of further research Wang et al. (2019) introduced
a benchmark aiming to pose a new series of rig-
orous tests of language understanding which are
challenging for cutting-edge NLP technologies.
Our work is consistent with the motivation be-
hind these benchmarks, as it suggests a challeng-
ing new NLU task, accompanied by a correspond-
ing dataset and benchmarks.

The rise of deliberate disinformation, such as
fake news, highlights the erosion in the credibil-
ity of consumed content (Lazer et al., 2018), and
situations where one is exposed only to opinions
that agree with their own, as captured by the no-
tion of echo chambers, are becoming more preva-
lent (Garimella et al., 2018; Duseja and Jham-
tani, 2019). The task proposed in this work seems
timely in this context.

3 Data

We now detail the process of collecting the
speeches, the structure of the dataset, and how it
is used for our task.

Dataset structure Each speech in the dataset
discusses a single motion and is either a support-
ing speech – in which a single speaker is argu-
ing in favor of the discussed motion, or an op-
posing speech – in which the speaker is arguing
against the motion, typically in response to a sup-
porting speech for that motion. As described be-
low, debaters recording an opposing speech typi-
cally listen to a given recorded supporting speech,
and then design and record their own speech in re-
sponse to it. This counter speech is either explicit
– including a rebuttal part in which the speaker
directly addresses arguments raised in the rebut-
ted speech, or implicit – including no such dedi-
cated rebuttal section, but tacitly relating to the is-
sues raised in the supporting speech they respond
to. The data contains multiple counter speeches to
each supporting speech, among which some, none
or all may be explicit or implicit. Figure 1 de-
picts the structure of this dataset. Examples of one
explicit and one implicit counter speeches are in-
cluded in the Appendix.

Recording speeches The supporting speeches
were produced by a team of professional debaters,
using a procedure similar to the one described in
Mirkin et al. (2018a): The debaters were each
given a list of motions, accompanied by relevant
background materials (taken from an online re-
source such as Wikipedia). They were allowed ten
minutes of preparation time to review a motion’s
background material, after which they recorded
a speech arguing in favor of that motion, which
was around four minutes long. Through this pro-
cess, 1797 supporting speeches were recorded,
discussing 460 motions.

To record an opposing speech, the debaters were
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Op. 1 Op. 2 Op. 3 Op. 4 Op. 5

Sup. 1 Sup. 2 Sup. 3 Sup. 4

Sup. 1 Sup. 2 Sup. 3 Sup. 4 Sup. 5

Op. 1 Op. 2 Op. 3 Op. 4M1

M2

Figure 1: The speeches data structure for two mo-
tions (M1 and M2): Each motion has several support-
ing (Sup.) and opposing (Op.) speeches. Opposing
speeches which constitute an explicit/implicit counter
speech to a supporting speech are connected to it with a
solid/dashed line. In the data, each supporting speech
has zero or more counters, and each opposing speech is
the counter of at most one supporting speech.

first given ten minutes to review the background
material for the motion, as in the recording of
a supporting speech. Then, they listened to a
supporting speech (recorded by a fellow debater)
and recorded a counter speech of similar length.
Due to different debate styles popular in differ-
ent parts of the world, some debaters recorded ex-
plicit counter speeches while others recorded im-
plicit ones. To expedite the pace of the recording
process, towards its end, few opposing speeches
were recorded without requiring the debater to re-
spond to a specific supporting speech. Instead,
the debaters were instructed to think of support-
ing arguments themselves, and respond to these
arguments. In total, 1887 opposing speeches were
recorded: 348 are explicit counters, 1389 are im-
plicit, and the other 150 are not the counter speech
of any supporting speech. The full guidelines used
by the debaters during the recordings are included
in the Appendix.

The recorded audios were automatically tran-
scribed into text using Watson’s off-the-shelf Au-
tomatic Speech to Text (STT)4. Human tran-
scribers listened to the recorded speeches, and
manually corrected any errors found in the tran-
script texts produced by the STT system. On av-
erage, each speech transcript contains 28.2 sen-
tences, and averages 738.6 tokens in length.

For the purpose of this work, the manually-
corrected transcripts are used. The full data of
3685 speeches, including the recorded audios, the
STT system outputs and the manually-corrected

4https://www.ibm.com/cloud/
watson-speech-to-text

transcripts are available on our website5. For com-
parison, the previous release of Project Debater’s
speeches dataset (Lavee et al., 2019b) included a
smaller subset of 400 speeches. Further details on
the format of the full data and the recordings pro-
cess are available in Mirkin et al. (2018a).

Usage As noted above, our task input is com-
prised from a supporting speech and several can-
didate opposing speeches all discussing the same
motion. Some candidates are counters of the sup-
porting speech, and others are typically counters
of other supporting speeches for the same mo-
tion. The goal is to identify those counter speeches
made in response to the supporting speech. Op-
posing speeches produced by the speaker of the
supporting speech were excluded from the candi-
dates set, as in the real world it is unexpected for
one to simultaneously support both sides of a dis-
cussion.

4 Human Performance

Recently, with deep learning techniques achiev-
ing human performance on several NLU tasks, and
even surpassing it, there is growing interest in rais-
ing the bar (Wang et al., 2019). That is, to facil-
itate advancing NLU beyond the current state-of-
the-art, there is a need for novel tasks which are
solvable by humans, yet challenging for automatic
methods. To assess our proposed task in this con-
text, we performed an annotation experiment, as
described below.

Setup Each question presented one supporting
speech and between 3 to 5 candidate opposing
speeches, all discussing the same motion. Annota-
tors were instructed to read the speeches, and se-
lect one opposing speech which they thought was
a counter speech of the supporting speech. When
they could not identify such a counter, they were
asked to guess and mention that they had done so.
60 questions were randomly sampled and given

to 3 English-proficient expert annotators, who
have successfully worked with our team in other
past annotation experiments. Following their
choice of a counter speech, they were asked to ex-
plain their choice in free form language.

Following this step, one of the authors read the
explanations provided by the experts and formed

5https://www.research.ibm.com/
haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#
DebateSpeechAnalysis

https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-speech-to-text
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/watson-speech-to-text
https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
https://www.research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/vst/debating_data.shtml#Debate Speech Analysis
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All Explicit Implicit

A R A R A R

Ex 85.6 31.4 91.7 37.4 76.4 30.2
Cr 48.9 28.4 55.6 29.5 38.9 26.6

Table 1: Annotation results showing, for each annota-
tion setting, the average accuracy (A) obtained by the
experts (Ex) and crowd annotators (Cr), along with the
accuracy of randomly guessing the answer (R).

a set of reason categories. Then, another 60 ques-
tions were sampled and given to 3 crowd annota-
tors, using the Figure-Eight6 crowdsourcing plat-
form. The crowd annotators were from a dedi-
cated group which regularly participates in anno-
tations done by our team. After choosing a counter
speech, they were instructed to choose the reason
(or multiple reasons) for their choice from the set
of reason categories. The crowd payment was set
to 2.5$ per question. To encourage thorough work,
a post-processing bonus was given for each correct
answer, doubling that pay.

The full guidelines given to the expert and
crowd annotators are provided in the Appendix.

Results Performance was evaluated by calculat-
ing the accuracy of each annotator, and averaging
over annotators. These results are presented in Ta-
ble 1. Overall, the experts obtained an average ac-
curacy of 86% (Ex row), considerably better than
randomly guessing the answer which yielded an
accuracy of 31%. The accuracy of the crowd an-
notators (Cr) was lower, yet distinctly better than
random. This suggests that the task is difficult, and
may require a level of dedication or expertise be-
yond what is common for crowd-annotators. For-
tunately, the dataset is constructed in such a way
that human annotation is not required to label it - it
is clear by design which opposing speech counters
which supporting speech.

To establish whether identifying explicit coun-
ters is easier than identifying implicit ones, the
average annotator accuracy was separately com-
puted for these two types. Noteworthy, the accu-
racy of the experts drops from a near perfect score
of 92% on questions with an explicit true counter,
to 76% on questions with an implicit one. Some of
the drop may be explained by the smaller chance
of guessing the correct answer at random over

6www.figure-eight.com
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Figure 2: The distribution of reasons for the correct
and wrong answers of crowd annotators (who overall
had accuracy ≥ 60%).

this set, but not all7. This suggests that, as may
be expected, identifying implicit counter speeches
is more challenging than identifying an explicit
counter. Still, the performance of both types of
annotators, over both types of speeches, was bet-
ter than random.

Reasons analysis The explanations provided by
the experts revealed several best-practices for this
task, which we categorized as follows: The true
counter speech quotes a phrase from the support-
ing speech; mentions a specific case or argu-
ment from the supporting speech; is more com-
prehensive and addresses more issues raised in
the supporting speech than the other candidates;
addresses those issues in the same order as they
appear in the supporting speech; discusses simi-
lar issues; deals with the main issue raised in the
supporting speech. Another reason was elimina-
tion – discarding the other candidates since they
responded to issues or arguments which were not
raised in the supporting speech. The last two cate-
gories were guess and other (which required writ-
ing a reason in free form language).

Focusing on crowd annotators who did the
task relatively well (accuracy ≥ 60%), Figure 2
presents the distribution of the reasons they gave
for their answers, separated between cases when
they were correct and when they were wrong.
Overall, the reasons distribution suggests that cor-
rectly solving this task requires balancing between
the various heuristics. While some of these rea-
sons, such as similarity, correspond to existing al-
gorithmic ideas, others (e.g. order or main issue)

7Suppose that when answering, annotators answer cor-
rectly a fraction f of the time, and guess 1 − f of the
time, with probability of success equal to the random base-
line. Then in the explicit case f = 0.87 and in the implicit
f = 0.67.

www.figure-eight.com
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could inspire future research.

5 Counter Speech Identification

Having established that experts perform well on
this task, the question remains whether present
NLP methods can match that performance.

5.1 Setup
Data A supporting speech was included in the
experiments if (a) there was an opposing speech
addressing it; and (b) there was at least one ad-
ditional opposing speech discussing its motion
which was produced either in response to another
supporting speech, or without responding to any
specific supporting speech. Supporting speeches
not meeting these criteria were excluded from the
analysis. With these criteria, the data used in the
experiments comprised 1102 supporting speeches
and 1708 opposing speeches, pertaining to 329
motions.

Split The motions were randomly split into train
(60%), validation (20%) and test (20%) sets, and
their speeches were partitioned accordingly.

Settings To separately evaluate the ability to de-
tect explicit and implicit counters, the experiments
were performed in three settings. The first uti-
lized the entire data – given a supporting speech,
all of the opposing speeches discussing its motion
were considered as candidate counters. In the sec-
ond setting, the true counter speeches were limited
to explicit counters. Supporting speeches without
any explicit counter were excluded. Similarly, in
the last setting, the true counter speeches were lim-
ited to implicit counters, and supporting speeches
without such counters were excluded. For exam-
ple, a supporting speech with one explicit counter,
one implicit counter and whose motion is associ-
ated with two other opposing speeches (which are
not its counters), is considered with all four op-
posing speech candidates in the first setting and
three such candidates in the second and third set-
tings - the two non-counters and the one counter
of the type relevant to the setting. Table 2 details
the statistics of each data split and experimental
setting.

Evaluation The methods described next score
each of the candidate counters. We report the av-
erage accuracy of the top predictions (A) and the
average mean reciprocal rank (M), defined as 1/r
where r is the highest rank of a true counter.

5.2 Methods
Document similarity Our first method repre-
sented speeches as bag-of-terms vectors, where
terms are stemmed unigrams appearing in at least
1% of the speech-pairs in the training set, and the
term counts are normalized by the total count of
terms in the speech. Given two vectors, their sim-
ilarity was computed using the Cosine similarity
(Cos) or the inverse Jensen-Shannon divergence
(JS).

Similarity and Dissimilarity Wachsmuth et al.
(2018) presented a method for retrieving the best
counter argument to a given argument, based on
capturing the similarity and dissimilarity between
an argument and its counter. At its core, their
method is based on two similarity measures be-
tween pairs of texts: (i) A word-based similar-
ity, which is defined by the inverse Manhattan
distance between the normalized term frequency
vectors of the texts (where terms were as men-
tioned above); (ii) An embeddings-based similar-
ity which used pretrained ConceptNet Number-
batch word embeddings (Speer et al., 2017) to rep-
resent the words of the texts, averaged those em-
beddings to obtain a vector representing each text,
and calculated the inverse Word Mover’s distance
(Kusner et al., 2015) between these vectors.

Previously, these measures were used to pre-
dict the relations between a pair of argumentative
units. Since our speeches may contain multiple
arguments, and their location within the text is un-
known, we defined this method at the speech level
by considering every supporting speech sentence
and every candidate counter speech sentence. For
each measure, the similarities of one supporting
speech sentence to all candidate counter speech
sentences were aggregated by applying a func-
tion f, yielding a sentence-to-speech similarity.
These sentence-to-speech similarities were aggre-
gated using another function g, yielding a speech-
to-speech similarity. We denote these speech-to-
speech measures by wfg for word-based similari-
ties and efg for embedding-based similarities. As
aggregation functions, the maximum (↑), mini-
mum (↓), average (+) and product (×) were con-
sidered. For example, w↑+ denotes taking the
maximal word-based similarity of each supporting
speech sentence to all candidate counter speech
sentences, and averaging those values.

Lastly, following Wachsmuth et al. (2018) once
more, the similarity (SD) between a supporting
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Train Validation Test

Setting #Su #Op av. #C Pos #Su #Op av. #C Pos #Su #Op av. #C Pos

All 649 1021 5.2 31% 218 340 5.2 31% 235 347 5.2 31%
Explicit 159 542 5.6 24% 58 208 6.0 22% 51 188 5.4 25%
Implicit 556 999 5.0 30% 194 337 5.0 30% 201 343 5.1 30%

Table 2: Data split statistics for each experimental setting (see §5.1): The number of supporting (#Su) and oppos-
ing (#Op) speeches, the average number of candidate counter speeches for each supporting speech (av. #C), and
the percentage of those candidates which are counter speeches (Pos).

speech and a candidate counter is defined as

α · sim− (1− α) · dissim

where sim and dissim are of the form wfg + efg,
both f and g are aggregation functions, sim 6=
dissim and α is a weighting factor. In this scor-
ing model sim aims to capture topic similarity,
whereas subtracting dissim seeks to capture the
dissimilarity between arguments from opposing
stances. Admittedly, this method is more ap-
propriate for some of the settings explored in
Wachsmuth et al. (2018), in which the candidate
counter arguments to a given argument may be
discussing other topics, and their stance towards
the discussed topic is unknown. We include their
method here for completeness, and to allow a com-
parison to their work.

The hyper-parameters, namely, the aggregation
functions and the value of α (from the range
{1, 0.9, 0.8} used by Wachsmuth et al. (2018))
were tuned on the validation set. An additional
variant (SD-e) based solely on the embeddings-
based similarity was also considered, since it car-
ries the advantage of not requiring any vocabulary
to be derived from the training set. This allowed
tuning the hyper-parameters on a larger set com-
prised from both the training and validation sets.

BERT Devlin et al. (2018) presented the BERT
framework which was pre-trained on the masked
language model and next sentence prediction
tasks. Assuming that an argument and its counter
are coherent as consecutive sentences, and that
the first sentences of the candidate speech refer-
ence the last sentences of the supporting speech,
those parts were scored using the pre-trained next-
sentence prediction model with (BERT-T) and
without (BERT) fine-tuning. The considered sen-
tences from each speech were limited to at most
100 words, since the pre-trained model is lim-
ited to 512 word pieces (assuming about two word

pieces per word). Specifically, from the first
speech we took the greatest number of sentences
from the end of the speech such that their total
length was less than 100 words, and similarly for
the second speech for its starting sentences. For
fine-tuning, we used the supporting speeches with
each of their true counter speeches as positive sen-
tence pairs, and added an equal number of negative
pairs where the supporting speech appears with a
randomly sampled opposing speech that is not its
counter.

ngram-based The methods described so far as-
sign a score to a supporting speech and a candi-
date counter without considering the other candi-
dates. Using that content can aid in detecting key
phrases or arguments which best characterize the
connection between the supporting speech and its
counter – these are the ones which are shared be-
tween those speeches and are not mentioned in any
of the other candidates. Having many such phrases
or arguments may be an indication that a candidate
is a true counter speech. Indeed, the quote and
mention reason categories account for more than
20% of the reasons selected by the crowd annota-
tors when answering correctly (see Table 2).

To capture this intuition, ngrams containing be-
tween 2 to 4 tokens were extracted from each
speech. Those containing stopwords, and those
fully contained within longer ngrams, were re-
moved. The set of ngrams which appear in both
the supporting speech and the candidate – but not
in any of the other candidates – was calculated,
and the total length of the ngrams it contains was
used as the score of the candidate (ngrs).

Mutual Information The speeches were rep-
resented as bag-of-terms binary vectors, where
the terms are stemmed unigrams (excluding stop-
words). Each candidate counter was scored using
the mutual information between its vector and the
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vector of the supporting speech (MI).
In addition, the mutual information between

those vectors, conditioned by the presence of
terms in the other candidate counters (c-MI), was
calculated as follows. Let vs be a vector repre-
senting a supporting speech and {vc}nc=1 be a set
of n vectors representing its candidate counters.
Let c be such a candidate counter, and oc represent
the concatenation of the vectors of the other can-
didates excluding c. Let vc|k denote the vector of
values from vc at the indices where the entries of
oc are k (for k = 1 or 0) , and let vs|k be defined
similarly. Then, the conditional mutual informa-
tion of the candidate c is given by

1∑
k=0

p (k) I(vs|k; vc|k)

where p (k) is the percentage of entries of oc with
the value k, and I(·, ·) is mutual information. In-
tuitively, this measure aims to quantify the infor-
mation shared between a supporting speech and a
candidate, after observing the content of all other
candidates, and thus is similar in spirit to the
ngram-based method mentioned above.

5.3 Results
Table 3 presents the results obtained by the dif-
ferent methods in our three experimental settings.
These results show that there is a large perfor-
mance gap between the implicit and explicit set-
tings – in favor of the latter – for all methods (ex-
cept BERT), suggesting it is an easier setting. This
is consistent with the results of our annotation ex-
periment.

While the best performing methods (JS and c-
MI) surpass the performance of individual crowd
annotators (see Table 1), which testifies to the dif-
ficulty of the annotation task, the human experts
clearly do better, suggesting there is still much
room for improvement.

Error analysis We have manually analyzed the
top 3 implicit and explicit speeches for which the
differences in mutual information between the pre-
dicted counter speech and the true counter speech
were the greatest. Analysis revealed that such
counter speeches are characterized by argumen-
tative material that is thematically similar to the
material of the input speech. Depending on the
use case, such results are not necessarily errors,
since if the goal is to find relevant opposing con-
tent it is beneficial to present such speeches, even

All Explicit Implicit

Method A M A M A M

JS 51.1 0.69 80.4 0.88 41.2 0.62
c-MI 50.6 0.69 72.5 0.84 42.7 0.63
MI 48.5 0.68 68.6 0.81 40.7 0.62
ngrs 45.1 0.65 60.1 0.73 38.8 0.61
SD-e 42.1 0.63 60.8 0.76 35.3 0.58
Cos 40.0 0.62 49.0 0.70 35.8 0.58
BERT 36.4 0.57 21.6 0.44 33.7 0.57
SD 31.9 0.57 52.9 0.70 31.3 0.56
BERT-T 32.2 0.56 49.0 0.70 35.2 0.58

Rand 31% − 25% − 30% −

Table 3: Experimental results on the test set for each
method and experimental setting: The average accu-
racy of the top prediction (A) and the average mean
reciprocal rank (M) of the true counter with the highest
score. The methods are ordered by their M score in the
All setting. The last row (Rand) shows the accuracy of
the random baseline.

if they were not authored in response to the input
speech. However, in some instances a thematically
similar argument may be an irrelevant counter as
arguments can share a theme without being op-
posing. For example, an input text may discuss
an argument pertaining to the rights of a disen-
franchised group, while the counter may revolve
around pragmatic outcomes to the same disenfran-
chised group. While these arguments are likely to
share the theme of disenfranchisement they are not
necessarily opposing.

6 Further Research Potential

The data presented here was collected to facilitate
the development of Project Debater, and we chose
the novel counter speech detection task to show-
case this data and make it available to the commu-
nity. However, the unique properties of our data
– recorded speech which is more organized and
carefully construed than everyday speech – make
it interesting to revisit well-known NLP and NLU
tasks. Several examples are listed below.

Author attribution: All speeches in the dataset
are annotated for the debater who recorded them.
It could be particularly interesting to study author
attribution on our dataset as it contains persuasive
language, relevant to opinion writing and social
media. Additionally, we provide voice recordings
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and transcripts for all speeches, enabling to study
multi-modal methods for this task.

Topic identification: This is a well established
research area which can be examined here in
various aspects, including clustering speeches by
topic, matching speeches to topics or extracting
the topic of a speech without prior knowledge.

Whereas previous work often requires annotat-
ing the topics of texts and deducing a consensual
label, in our data the topic of a speech is given by
design.

Sentence ordering or local coherence: The
sentence ordering task (Barzilay and Lapata,
2005) is concerned with organizing text in a coher-
ent way and is especially relevant for natural lan-
guage generation. Our dataset allows to study this
using spoken natural language of a persuasive na-
ture, that often relies on a careful development of
an argumentative intent. The data also provides a
unique opportunity to study the interplay between
a coherent arrangement of language and the asso-
ciated prosodic cues.

Other tasks The large scale of the dataset, over
200 hours of spoken content and their manually-
corrected transcripts, enables its use in other
speech-processing tasks that require such data.
Some examples include speech-to-text, text-to-
speech, and direct learning from speech of word
(Chung and Glass, 2018) or sentence (Haque et al.,
2019) embeddings. Such tasks often use large
scale datasets of read content (e.g. Panayotov
et al. (2015)), and our data allows their exploration
in the context of spoken spontenous speech.

In addition, with further annotations of the
dataset, it lends itself to other potential tasks. One
example is the extraction of the main points of a
speech or article. This can facilitate various down-
stream tasks, such as single document summariza-
tion in the context of spoken language. Another
example is the annotation of named entities within
the transcript texts, facilitating direct identification
of those entities in the audio, similarly to the work
of Ghannay et al. (2018).

7 Conclusions

We presented a novel NLU task of identifying
a counter speech, which best counters an input
speech, within a set of candidate counter speeches.

As previous studies have shown, and consis-
tent with our own findings, obtaining data for such

a task is difficult, especially considering that la-
beling at scale of full speeches is an arduous ef-
fort. To facilitate research of this problem, we
recast the proposed general task in a defined de-
bate setup and construct a corresponding bench-
mark data. We collected, and release as part of this
work, more than 3,600 debate speeches annotated
for the proposed task.

We presented baselines for the task, consid-
ering a variety of contemporary NLP models.
The experiments suggest that the best results are
achieved using Jensen–Shannon similarity, for
speeches that contain explicit responses (accuracy
of 80%) and using conditional mutual-information
on speeches that respond to the input speech in an
implicit way (accuracy of 43%).

We established the performance of humans
on this task, showing that expert humans cur-
rently outperform automatic methods by a signif-
icant margin — attaining an accuracy of 92% on
speeches with an explicit true counter, and 76% on
speeches with an implicit one. Noteworthy is that
some of the automatic methods outperform the re-
sults achieved by the crowd, suggesting that the
task is difficult, and may require a level of exper-
tise beyond layman-level.

The reported gap between the performance of
expert humans and the results achieved by NLP
models demonstrate room for further research. Fu-
ture research may focus on the motivation we de-
scribed, but may also utilize the large speeches
corpus we release as part of this work to a vari-
ety of additional different endeavors.
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A Introduction

This appendix contains the guidelines used in all
the data generation and annotation tasks described
in the paper: 1) speech authorship guidelines, 2)
identifying the response speech from a list of can-
didates, 3) identifying the response speech speech
from a list of candidates and providing a reason.

Following the guidelines are two examples of
full response speeches - an explicit counter speech
and an implicit counter speech (see §3).

B Speech Authoring Guidelines

For supporting speeches:

• Read the motion text and background.

• Prepare for 10 minutes while avoiding the use
of external sources.

• Record a 4 min opening speech in a normal
speaking pace.

For opposing speeches:

• Read the motion text and background.

• Prepare for 10 minutes while avoiding the use
of external sources.

• Listen to the supporting speech.

• Immediately record a 4 min opening speech
in a normal speaking pace.

• When recording your speech, please make
sure to relate to the arguments raised in
the government’s opening speech; i.e., en-
gage with them like you would have done in
British Parliamentary debate style, or in any
other kind of academic debate format.

C Identify The Opposing Speech
Guidelines

In this task you are given a motion and speech ar-
guing in favor of that motion. It is then followed
by 3-5 opposing speeches. One of those speeches
was recorded in response to the first supporting
speech. Please select the opposing speech which
you think was recorded in response to the support-
ing speech. In addition, please write in your own
language the reason for your choice.

Note that you MUST select exactly one oppos-
ing speech. If you aren’t sure, take a guess, and

specify you had done so when detailing the rea-
son for your choice. Some additional examples
of valid reasons are “Both X and Y seemed rea-
sonable choices, and X seemed more appropriate”,
“The supporting speech is talking about Z, as does
the opposing speech”, etc. No specific format is
required for detailing the reason, but please do
your best to be clear.

D Identify The Opposing Speech (With
Reasons) Guidelines

Overview

In this task you are given a controversial topic and
a supporting speech arguing in favor of that topic.
The supporting speech is followed by 3-5 oppos-
ing speeches. One of those opposing speeches was
recorded in response to the supporting speech.

1. Select the opposing speech that was recorded
in response to the supporting speech.

2. Select the reasons for your choice from a pre-
defined list of reasons. You can select more
than one reason.

3. Explain your choice, in your own words, in
case the reason for your choice does not ap-
pear in the list.

Note that you MUST select exactly one oppos-
ing speech. If you aren’t sure, take a guess, and
specify you had done so when selecting the reason
for your choice from the predefined list. When ex-
plaining your choice in your own words, no spe-
cific format is required – but please do your best
to be clear.

Important Note

This task does not contain test questions, but your
answers will be reviewed after the job is complete.
We trust you to perform the task thoroughly, while
carefully following the guidelines.

E Example Speeches

Explicit counter speech: Opposing subsidies
for higher education

”Before we begin there is something that, at least
to me, was remained unclear in the mechanism,
and that is the question of what exactly is going to
get subsidized and what isn’t. Do liberal arts stud-
ies or humanities studies are they going to get the
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same full funding like computer science or engi-
neering? We think that this is important because
no matter what the answer is going to be, this
raises some serious questions and difficulties but
anyway, we’re going to put that aside for now in
the hope that government will make this clear in
the next speech. So, side government is asking to
convince us in the following things: a, education,
no matter what age, is a basic right. B, if there
is a basic right, then this automatically means that
the government is also responsible to fully fund
this. C, subsidizing, like a full subsidy of higher
education, is going to be a smart investment that
pays off in the long run, both economically and
socially. We disagree with literally every one of
those stages. Let’s explain why. Firstly, on edu-
cation in every age being a basic right. So gov-
ernment basically start by saying: look, we can
all agree that primary education is a basic right
and therefore, we must agree that that higher ed-
ucation is also a basic right. Now that is a logi-
cal leap. There are plenty of protections and spe-
cial rights that we provide children but not adults.
Children are protected, for instance, from criminal
liability. And according to government’s logic, if
that is true, then this should also apply to adults.
This is of course absurd. Specifically, the line that
we cross between primary education to higher ed-
ucation isn’t at all random. Primary education is
a crucial condition to succeed in life, no matter
what field you’re going to to find yourself in. And
that’s what makes it a basic right. It is also a tool
of the state to create a shared basis of knowledge
to all of the citizens, sort of a way to shape the
shared narrative and the collective identity of the
nation. Higher education, on the other hand, isn’t
a crucial condition in plenty in like a lot of fields
and and frankly, in the previous years, it is be-
coming less and less critical for success. In ad-
dition, there is also no element of like a a shared
foundation here because everybody studies differ-
ent things entirely, so no, this is not a basic right.
Secondly, even if we were to agree that this is a
basic right, this doesn’t automatically mean that
the government need to completely fully fund it.
Food is also a basic right, right? And still the
state helps you very partially and does not provide
food for everyone free. We need to say this very
clearly. The state already participates today in the
funding of higher education in public institutes but
in a partial way. We think that demanding that

it will provide for all of it is simply a misguided
way of perceiving what the state’s role is. Why
isn’t it enough to fund scholarships for less well-
off students and continue collecting money from
students that have no problem to fund themselves,
for instance? And lastly, we get to the question of
whether this is a smart investment. Now, as I have
already hinted, higher education might have been
critical for success in the market ten years ago or
fifteen years ago, but the market is rapidly chang-
ing today and more and more of the most desired
job places, for instance, in google or facebook,
don’t even demand a an academic title. We think
that before we run off to spend billions of dol-
lars on higher education free for everybody, then
it’s worth at least heavily considering these insti-
tutional changes, and that is something that side
government isn’t even considering. For all these
reasons, please oppose.”

Implicit counter speech: Opposing disbanding
ASEAN

”We should not disband ASEAN. So, ASEAN is
the association of southeast asian states. As the
last speaker pointed out to you, it’s made up of
a group of states in southeast asia who are work-
ing together towards common goals of develop-
ment. Three reasons why we should not disband
it. First is about anti-colonialism. Recognize that
for developing countries like the ones in ASEAN
like malaysia, like indonesia, they have a few al-
ternatives for who they can turn to as trade part-
ners. You have major international trading coun-
tries like the states, like china, like EU countries,
which historically have treated these countries in
a very colonialist way. Most of the countries in
ASEAN except for thailand were once colonized
by european countries or the united states, and if
you look back before that, they had a semi colonial
relationship with china in many instances, such
the relationship between vietnam and china. So
we see that there’s a history of abuse and mis-
treatment between these larger countries around
the world the more powerful countries, and the
ASEAN countries. We think that by working to-
gether, the ASEAN countries can ensure that they
are a large enough economic bloc to prevent these
major international powers who have historically
come in and pushed them around, from dominat-
ing the region, in other words, ASEAN makes
all of these countries that together are strong and
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able to resist imperialist aggression or trade pol-
icy, and would all individually not be that pow-
erful. It allows them to work together towards a
common goal of independence and it reassures the
independence of every member state from interna-
tional oppression and dependence on one country
for trade. Our second argument, is about why we
think that fundamentally ASEAN increases devel-
opment and that’s the highest good in this round.
So first, why is development the most important
good? If you think about the quality of life in
ASEAN countries, obviously it varies. People in
malaysia for instance have like a middle income
quality of life, people in vietnam are much poorer,
but we think that overall everyone in all of these
countries could still benefit from more develop-
ment. We think that there is a moral imperative
for states to seek out development for their citi-
zens. Why is this so? So when we say a moral im-
perative we mean that states always have an obli-
gation to seek this out. We think that because, any
person would always choose to live in the most
developed country possible so that they have the
highest quality of life, those with the ability to
do so, those who reap the benefits of developed
life, because they’re elites, should try to provide
it to everyone else. To sort of do unto others as
you would have them do unto you type of think-
ing. We see that, development is more likely with
ASEAN. One, because countries have more access
to trade partners and trade goods, so it’s more like
that they’re able to specialize and develop indus-
tries that can then take advantage of other mar-
kets within ASEAN, and two, because of the ac-
cess to economic development expertise. Recog-
nize that many countries in ASEAN, are at differ-
ent levels of development. Malaysia is pretty far
along, some other countries are not as far along.
So we tell you that people in ASEAN countries
can study in other countries and learn about de-
velopment and industry, and how other countries
have been successful in the past, and use this in
order to help their own home country. So at the
end of the day, we help the people who are worse
off in the world, some of them, some of these very
poor people who live in ASEAN countries because
we better access development so we shouldn’t dis-
band ASEAN. Our last argument is about peace
in the region. Recognize that there are many po-
tential sources of conflict within the southeast asia
region. Some countries are more closely aligned

with china so they see an advantage in china be-
coming more hegemonic, some countries are more
aligned with the united states. Some countries are
communists, some countries are capitalist. There’s
been conflict in the past over east timor, and there
are other ethnic tensions boiling beneath the sur-
face in many southeast asian countries. But one of
the surest ways to prevent international conflict, is
to tie everyone’s interests together through trade.
If everyone stands to get richer through peace and
poorer through conflict, then it’s much less likely
that a war will break out in the region. So for that
reason we think ASEAN is a tremendous tool for
peace in southeast asia in the future. So because
it’s an anti colonial institution, because it promotes
development, and because it will lead to peace in
the region, we should not disband ASEAN thank
you.”


